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This volume contains the transcriptions of the printed intabu-
lations of Josquin's motets that were made in preparation for the
accompanying study. In transcribing and. editing the tablature sources,
the author has preserved as much of the original as possible. Conse-
quently, the bar-lines and. note-values from the tablatures were retained.
The Intabulations were transcribed in a freistimniig texture, and there-
fore no attempt was made to reconstruct the part-writing of the vocal
model. Instead, the author has endeavoured, without allowing the page
to become too cluttered with rests and/or beaming, to reflect the way
the music would. sound upon the instrument for which the arrangement was
intended. Thus a literal rather than an idealised transcription has
been favoured. in this volume.
The following editorial procedure has been used in this edition:
SALVE REGINA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2112
STABATMATER	 Priinapars................. 2117
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TRIBTJLATIOETANGUSTIA................... 271
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1. The intabulations have been transcribed in two-stave notation. This
fomat, however, Is not meant to imply keyboard style.
2. The stemming reflects the texture of the arrangement rather than
that of the original motet. Although the intabulators remain as
faithful as possible to their vocal model, the technical limitations
of plucked-instruments frequently force the instrumentalists to merge
two voice-parts of the model Into one melodic line during the tran-
scription process (see Ex. 1). In Ex. 1, the fingering chosen for
the lute arrangement merges the quinta vox and. the altus, allowing
only one melodic line to be heard. The rigours of transcribing the
tablature in the literal manner employed in this edition has pro-




















Lj. The edition retains the German lutenist Sebastian Ochsenkun's
method of notating the part-writing when rapid scale passages
are introduced into the texture (see Ex. 3).
2a
Ex. 1. Benedicta es, I 8-5O, Pierre Pha.1se. 	 Ex. 2. Benedicta es, I 16, Simon Gintzler & Pierre de Teghi.
4q
F9 1'
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Phalse intabulation. A modern edition which restores the part-
writing of the Phalse arrangement to that of the vocal original
would create a false aural picture of the lute version and would
reduce the value of this edition for those wishing to study
intabulation technique in detail.
3. The variety of fingerings used by the intabulators in passages
such as the one given in Ex. 2 often requires the modern editor
to approach the transcription of those passages differently for
each arrangement. In this example, the fingering chosen by Simon
Gintzler prevents us from employing the part-writing of the motet
in the transcription.
C1
Ex. 3. Absalon, fill ml, 41, Sebastian Ochsenkun.
so
n4	 (ft
6. The sustaining effect of open courses which would continue to sound
after being plucked and of stopped notes which would normally be
held by the instrumentalist has been reflected in the edition as
long as the notes in ciuestion were in agreement with the concentus,
arid. it was physically possible to play them. In some tablature
books, such as the one by Pierre de Teghi (Des chansons & motetz
reduictz en tabulature de luc, Louvain, 1547), the notes that were
to be held were marked with asterisks (see Ex. 5), but for many
tablature volumes, the modern editor must decide which notes would
be sustained by the sixteenth-century instrumentalist.
2b






5. Suspensions occurring in the vocal model are only notated in the
edition when they can be executed on the instrwnent (see Ex. 4).
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7. No unison is notated in the edition unless it is specifically given
in the tablature source.
Editorial emendations are made silently in the transcriptions,
and a list of original readings appears in the Editorial Notes. Full
citations of the tablature sources can be found in the Bibliography to
Volume I, and concordances are listed in Kwee Him Yong, "16th-Century
Printed Instrumental Arrangements of Works by Josquin des Prez: An
Inventory," IVNM 22 (1971-72) 43-66.
The vocal versions are taken from Werken van Josguin des Prez,
ed. A. Smijers, M. Antonowycz and. W. Elders (Amsterdam, 1921-69) with
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These notes list the original readings of a].]. those passages
for which editorial emendations were made to the text. The following
system is employed.:
I	 11	 2,	 3	 f'
	
movement measure voice part 	 note	 original
number (numbered	 (numbered reading
from highest from left
	
to lowest)	 to right)
Ave Maria

































































1, 1	 rhythm =







2, 9-12	 rhythm = 3)3)
3, 2-3	 rhythm =
1,5
5,1-2	 rhythm= ii
1, 15-20 rhythm =
2, 5-10 rhythm = J 1 ifl















































































































72	 3, 2 (upper note)	 a
I	 93	 2, 5 (lower note)	 ci
II	 6	 1,2	 rhythm	 J
I	 53	 4,1	 ci
81	 5,2	 Bb




























rhythm sign = c
1, 1 (lower note)	 c''
rhythm sign lacking
2, 4	 c' included below this note
rhythm sign lacking
1, 1 (lower note)	 f'
2, 1 (upper note)	 g
2, 2 (upper note)	 g
(lower note)	 ci
first chord includes




































9	 1	 rhythin= Jc



















50	 2, 1 (lower note)	 b
55	 2,6	 ci'








12	 2, 3 (lower note)	 ci'
87	 3,3	 a'
91	 2	 rhythin.
121	 1, 4	 a'
80	 last chord includes c
68	 2, 2-3	 one crotchet earlier
62	 1, 12-13 rhythin
78	 1, 1-2	 rhythm=
120-21	 bar line lacking
19	 rhythm=
611.	 1,15


















































P ha]. se	 I	 15
	
3, 1-2
51i.	 3,2	 eb
